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Efforts to determine and understand the causes of autism are currently hampered by a large disconnect between recent molecular genetics findings that are associated with the condition and the core behavioral symptoms that define the condition. In this perspective piece, we propose a systems biology framework to bridge that gap between genes and symptoms. The framework focuses on basic mechanisms of socialization that are highly-conserved in evolution and are early-emerging in development. By conceiving of these basic mechanisms of socialization as quantitative endophenotypes, we hope to connect genes and behavior in autism through integrative studies of neurodevelopmental, behavioral, and epigenetic changes. These changes both lead to and are led by the accomplishment of specific social adaptive tasks in a typical infant’s life. However, based on recent research that indicates that infants later diagnosed with autism fail to accomplish at least some of these tasks, we suggest that a narrow developmental period, spanning critical transitions from reflexive, subcortically-controlled visual behavior to interactional, cortically-controlled and social visual behavior be prioritized for future study. Mapping epigenetic, neural, and behavioral changes that both drive and are driven by these early transitions may shed a bright light on the pathogenesis of autism.
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1. Introduction: From an array of lights and sounds to reciprocal social interaction, to hypotheses on autism pathogenesis

Were we to trace the evolutionary steps of a species whose brain specialization is shaped primarily by sociality – as is the case with primates (Ghazanfar and Santos, 2004) – the first hurdle would be to solve a pressing problem of initial conditions. Human neonates enter the world in a state of utter fragility. They are immersed in a complex array of lights and sounds and changing sensations. They will only survive and thrive through the intervention of another being—a caregiver. Given these initial conditions, what mechanisms would increase
the odds of that neonate surviving? How, in that sea of sensations, would a newborn’s perceptually-guided actions be successfully canalized toward the critical interactions with another being (the being who offers the greatest probability of helping that infant to continue)? Ample research already indicates that reciprocal social interaction becomes the platform for future development of social and communicative competence (Klin et al., 2003). This process, in turn, results in fast-paced and iterative social brain specialization (Johnson, 2001). But apart from cataloging certain physical features of the stimulus, we still know very little as to how that distal figure, the caregiver, initially attracts and then further maintains the attention of an infant. We know that interaction typically succeeds, beginning in the first hours and days of life, and that it then becomes an almost inexhaustible source of reinforcement in later weeks and months, leading the infant through what will be its period of greatest post-natal change in structure and function of brain and body. But beyond those descriptions of typical success, we know very little about the biological mechanisms that make those steps possible.

In no other human condition is this initial problem more pressing than in the case of autism. A highly prevalent neuro-developmental condition of genetic origins, autism is characterized primarily by early-onset, lifelong, and potentially devastating disabilities in social and communicative function (Volkmar et al., 2004). Hundreds of genetic variants associated with autism have been identified, but none has yet accounted for any more than a very small percentage of cases (Geschwind, 2011). Linking specific genetic findings to causal mechanisms has been particularly challenging because autism is defined behaviorally, by a cluster of symptoms – impairments in social communication and restricted patterns of interests and behavior (APA, DSM-5, 2013) – which only become visible, and can therefore serve as the basis for conventional clinical diagnosis, toward the end of the second year of life (Chawarska et al., 2008). These symptoms are likely the complex and heterogeneous outcomes of genetically-based disruptions of the child’s ongoing development, and therefore cannot be mapped directly onto genetic processes (Meyer-Lindenberg and Weinberger, 2006; Jones and Klin, 2009). To leverage genetic discoveries in pursuit of causes of autism, we need successful systems biology approaches, leading the field from gene to protein to cellular function to neuronal circuitry to behavior impacted in pathogenesis (State and Sestan, 2012). Clearly, tractable model systems are crucial to the study of autism, but creation of appropriate systems has, to date, been modest (Crawley, 2007). Once a system is developed, one of the greatest challenges in this field is the development of behavioral assays that hold adaptive relevance (as evolutionary adaptations) to the human syndrome (or to a mediating phenotype; Gould and Gottesman, 2006) and to the species used as a model system (Lederhendler and Schukkin, 2000; Moy et al, 2006). Here, we argue that the gene-symptom gap may be narrowed through a focus on adaptive skills that (1) are known to be more proximal to genetic expression (and thus relatively less complicated by later learning and compensatory mechanisms); (2) are central to the expression of the syndrome (and thus relate directly to the development of social interaction and communication); and (3) are equally relevant to species-specific adaptive survival in model systems that may be used to elucidate molecular mechanisms (Insel and Fernald, 2004; Jones and Klin, 2009). Such adaptive skills are likely to be the solutions to our initial
problem: how infant and caregiver action become successfully connected to form adaptive, reinforcement-driven interaction.

In this perspective piece, we describe two important means to this social-adaptive end. As such, each is a basic mechanism of social engagement. Each one is also a mechanism of social visual engagement: preferential attention to biological motion (the movements of vertebrate animals), and preferential attention to others’ eyes. Both are evident in the earliest expression of behavior in human infants and in infants of several other species whose survival depends upon the care of an adult conspecific. Of course, neither of these is the only such means to social engagement (in visual or non-visual domains), but new research indicates that both of these mechanisms are compromised in infants and toddlers with autism. They are not a cause of autism, rather they are signs of the unfolding of autism: evidence of the derailment of typical development that almost assuredly adds to the ongoing disruption of subsequent social and communicative growth. However promising these findings may be, they are currently descriptive in nature. Insights into their biology await lessons from model systems that can generate hypotheses about gene–brain–behavior relationships. Nature is parsimonious in its solutions (Thompson, 1942). Whether we see the same functions appear via evolutionary conservation (a solution inherited from a common ancestor), or via convergent evolution (a solution evolving independently in different species as a result of similar selective pressures), there may be lessons to learn from well-studied model systems.

This issue of *Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews* is celebrating the work of Gabriel Horn. Over several decades of advances in research of visual imprinting in the domestic chick (Horn, 2004), Horn and colleagues painstakingly documented a cascade of genetic, epigenetic, cellular, and brain transformations resulting from this event—the preferential movement toward and subsequent recognition of the mother hen. Interestingly, young chicks and human infants share a very similar adaptive task (the same that formed the basis of our initial value problem): both species need to detect and orient to the caregiver, and both species need to learn the characteristics of the caregiver, as the caregiver becomes the anchor of infants’ experiences and guarantees their survival. In the chick, visual recognition of the natural parent happens within hours from hatching (Horn, 2004). In the human infant, visual recognition of mother is well established by three months of age (Mash et al., 2013). Many studies have drawn parallels between chicks and human infants in the evolution of social orienting (e.g., Hoffman and Ratner, 1973; Horn and Johnson, 1989; Rosa Salva et al, 2011). This model system suggests a hypothesis to explain a new finding from our laboratory (Jones and Klin, 2013) by focusing on a narrow set of early neurodevelopmental transitions that infants later diagnosed with autism fail to make. Elucidating the biological bases of these transitions could shed a bright light on the pathogenesis of autism.

### 2. Social orienting in autism spectrum disorders (ASD), Part 1: Perception of biological motion

For human infants, engagement with the caregiver is the initial task upon which survival depends. Given their fragility at birth, success in this task is of immediate survival value and is of fundamental evolutionary significance. A central skill facilitating this adaptive task is
preferential attention to biological motion—a form of perceptual “life detector” (Troje and Westhoff, 2006). Biological motion refers to the movement of vertebrate species; in humans, it corresponds to actions that range from gait and bodily gestures, to facial expressions and change in gaze direction. Special sensitivity and preferential orientation to forms of biological motion are widely present across species – from humans (Johansson, 1973; Fox and McDaniel, 1982) to monkeys (Oram and Perrett, 1996) to cats (Blake, 1993) to birds (Omori and Watanabe, 1996) – and are developmentally very early-emerging. Signs can be found in newly-hatched chicks (Vallortigara et al, 2005) and in human infants as young as 2 days of age (Simion et al., 2008). These abilities are believed to be critical for filial attachment and for detection of predators in many species (Johnson, 2006). In addition, in humans, this ability has been postulated to be the forerunner of the capacity for attributing intentions to others, a cardinal social cognitive skill (Frith and Frith, 1999).

The evidence pointing to the key role of biological motion perception in social brain networks is impressive:

- The neural underpinnings of biological motion perception are overlapping with brain regions involved in perception of basic social signals such as facial expression and gaze direction (Pelphrey et al., 2005).
- Biological motion perceived through other sensory modalities – as when listening to sounds of human action (Bidet-Caulet et al., 2005) – evokes activity in the same areas of the brain that are typically responsive to visual presentations.
- Perception of biological motion remains intact in a variety of forms, from degraded presentations, through varying states of occlusion, and in cases when information-bearing components are reduced to their most minimal (Thompson et al., 2005; Neri et al., 1998).
- Perception of biological motion can be preserved even when other types of motion perception are impaired, as in individuals with Williams syndrome (Jordan et al., 2002) (a condition noted for severe visuo-spatial deficits) and in patients suffering from circumscribed brain lesions (Jokish et al, 2005).

Collectively, this evidence describes a mechanism that is evolutionarily well-conserved; emerges early in development; is highly robust in signal-detection (withstanding degradation on signaling and receiving sides); and is redundantly represented via multiple sensory modalities, at least later in life. Each of these aspects suggests ready benefits for adaptive interaction with other living beings: following the movements of a conspecific, looking at others to entreat or avoid interaction, learning by imitation, or directing preferential attention to cues that build on biological motion (such as facial expression and gaze direction).

Strikingly, reductions in many of those same behaviors are hallmark symptoms in children with autism spectrum disorders (ASD): deficits in social interaction, diminished eye contact and reduced looking at others, problems with imitation, deficits in recognizing facial expressions, difficulties following another's gaze, and limited ability to attribute intentions to others (Volkmar et al., 2004). Given the importance of perception of biological motion to social adaptive behavior, our group began to examine this construct in young children with...
autism. Using a classic method to measure visual perception of biological motion in which the movement of people, or other vertebrates, are rendered as point-light animations (Johansson, 1973), we presented 2-year-olds with ASD and typically developing (TD) and non-autistic but developmentally delayed (DD) controls a series of such animations consisting of caregivers' approaches enacting children's games, such as “peek-a-boo” or “pat-a-cake,” which were created with live actors and motion capture technology (Klin et al., 2009). These animations included simultaneous audio recording. The experimental task was a preferential looking paradigm (Fig. 1A) a point-light animation was presented on one half of a computer screen together with the audio soundtrack of the actor's vocalizations. On the other half of the screen, the same animation was presented, but that point-light figure was inverted in orientation (shown upside down) and played in reverse order. Only the one (forward) audio soundtrack was presented. Inverted presentation disrupts perception of biological motion in young children (Pavlova and Sokolov, 2000) and is processed by different neural circuits in infants as young as eight months of age (Reid et al., 2006). Evidence for recognition and preferential attention to biological motion was measured by the child's viewing patterns: increased looking toward the upright figure indicated preferential attention to biological motion (Simion et al., 2008) and the perceptual matching of human voice with a mental template of human action (Klin et al, 2003). The children's visual scanning was measured with eye-tracking equipment (Fig. 1B–D).

The results of the experiment (Fig. 1E–G) were surprising on several counts. First, two-year-olds with ASD showed no preferential attention for human biological motion; instead, their levels of looking at point-light displays of biological motion were equivalent to those expected by chance (Fig. 1E). In contrast, both control groups (even those with significant cognitive delays) preferentially attended the upright displays of human biological motion (Fig. 1F and G). Second, a serendipitous observation in an earlier study (Klin and Jones, 2008) had revealed that one of our point-light animations contained a confound. While the others presented only moving point-lights with accompanying human voice, one animation – “pat-a-cake” – included a different sound: the sound of clapping is heard at the same time that two point-lights, representing the actor's hands, collide. The collision of point-lights and the resulting clapping sound created a causal physical contingency: rather than merely co-occurring (as with speech sounds and movements in the other animations), the movements of the point-light hands in this case actually caused a noise to occur. During the clapping, the causal physical contingency only exists on the upright side: the single audio track plays normally (forward), matching the upright movements, but the action of the inverted figure, playing in reverse, does not move in time to the clapping sounds. In contrast to the chance levels of preferential looking exhibited in all of the other animations (Fig. 1E), the toddlers with ASD displayed a strong and significant preference for the upright figure during the “pat-a-cake” animation (Fig. 2A). These results suggested that the toddlers with ASD had failed to recognize and preferentially orient toward point-light displays of social action but were acutely sensitive to the presence of physical contingencies in the same stimuli. We pursued this observation by quantifying the amounts of audiovisual synchrony contained in all of our animations in order to examine whether more subtle synchronies might have played a role in the children's viewing of animations. The results of these new analyses supported this hypothesis (Fig. 3A–D). When viewing point-light animations of human
action, 90% of the variance in their preferential attention of 2-year-olds with ASD could be directly accounted for by the presence of non-social, physical contingencies (i.e., the audiovisual synchronies) (Fig. 3A); these synchronies, however, were unrelated to the visual scanning of the control groups (Fig. 3B and C). Finally, these findings were then replicated and extended in a subsequent experiment with a new cohort of toddlers with ASD (Fig. 3D).

In summary, toddlers with ASD fail to recognize and preferentially orient toward point-light displays of biological motion and, are instead, highly sensitive to the presence of non-social, physical contingencies. Thus toddlers with ASD fail to demonstrate a skill that is already present in very young human infants (Fox and McDaniel, 1982) and even newborns (Simion et al., 2008), and is highly conserved across various species, including newly hatched chicks (Regolin et al., 2000). This finding implicates the disruption of an evolutionarily highly conserved and developmentally early-emerging social adaptive skill in the pathogenesis of autism, suggesting early onset, possibly in the newborn period. While the literature on biological motion perception in autism or its impact on social visual engagement is not entirely consistent (e.g., Falk-Ytter et al., 2013; Shic et al., 2014), the persistence of biological motion perception abnormalities in the later lives of individuals with ASD has been shown extensively via behavioral, electrophysiologic and functional MRI studies (Castelli et al., 2002; Blake et al., 2003; Redcay, 2008; Pelphrey and Carter, 2008; Kaiser et al., 2010; Kröger et al, 2014).

3. Social orienting in autism spectrum disorders (ASD), Part 2: Looking at others' eyes

Human infants are drawn to the eyes of others from the first days and weeks of life. Four-day-old newborns distinguish between a face looking toward them and a face looking away (Farroni et al., 2002), and by three months, human infants look more at a person's eyes than at other parts of the face, and more at a person's face than elsewhere on the body (Haith et al, 1977). Similar findings have been reported in non-human primates via both experimental and ethological observations (Emery, 2000): mother–infant chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) engage in mutual gaze frequently, and social engagement appears to be interchangeable across the tactile and visual modalities. As the dyads display more mutual gaze, the caregiver cradles the infant less (Bard et al., 2005). Infant chimpanzees prefer to look at a face with eyes open than closed (Myowa-Yamakoshi et al., 2003), and mutual gaze is commonly observed in mother-infant dyads in their natural ecosystem (de Waal, 2003). In both humans and non-human primates, the importance of mutual gaze for early social development (Brooks and Meltzoff, 2002; Emery, 2000) and for social adaptation throughout the lifespan (Kampe et al., 2001; Emery, 2000) underscores the critical role it plays in socialization. In fact, even the external morphology of the eye itself may reflect evolutionary selection for adaptive social function: among all primates, humans have the largest ratio of exposed sclera in the eye outline, apparently as an adaptation to enhance the gaze signal (Kobayashi and Kohshima, 1997). Furthermore, although eye looking appears to be primarily the province of primates (Emery, 2000), other mammals, such as dogs, orient to faces (Miklóski et al., 2003), and preferential attention to face-like stimuli has been shown.
in both human newborns and newly-hatched chicks using identical stimuli (Rosa Salva et al., 2011).

Like biological motion perception, the evidence pointing to the key role of eye fixation in human social brain networks is extensive:

- Cortical processing of faces in infants as young as four months is enhanced when faces are gazing at the infant, rather than away (Farroni et al., 2004), and face recognition in these infants is in fact modulated by direct gaze (Farroni et al., 2007).
- Eye gaze modulates emotional arousal via amygdala activation to emotion expressions in faces (Sato et al., 2010).
- Eye gaze modulates brain activity associated with social reward brain circuitry, increasing activation in the ventral striatum with eye contact, and decreasing activation when eye gaze is directed away (Kampe et al., 2001).
- Direct eye gaze rapidly and specifically enhances spontaneous mimicry of other people's actions – an action that enhances affiliation and social engagement – via shared activation of the medial prefrontal cortex, superior temporal sulcus and inferior frontal gyrus (Wang et al., 2011).

In ASD, deficits in eye gaze are a defining feature of the condition (APA, DSM-5, 2013) and a key item in standardized diagnostic tests (Lord et al., 2000). These deficits have been extensively demonstrated in behavioral studies (e.g., Klin et al., 2002a,b); in electrophysiologic reports (e.g., Elsabbagh et al., 2009, 2012) including intracranial recordings (Rutishauser et al., 2013); and also in functional MRI studies (e.g., Dalton et al., 2005; Kliemann et al., 2012; Davies et al., 2011).

The conserved nature, early onset, and critical role of eye fixation in socialization prompted our group to examine preferential looking to the eyes of approaching adults in infants and toddlers with autism spectrum disorders (ASD). In an early study (Jones et al., 2008), we presented 2-year-old children with videos showing an actress looking directly into the camera, playing the role of caregiver, and engaging the viewer in typical infant-directed interaction games such as “pat-a-cake” and “peek-a-boo” while the children's visual fixation patterns were measured by eye tracking. There were three groups: toddlers with ASD (ASD), typically developing (TD) controls, and non-autistic but developmentally delayed (DD) controls. Children with ASD exhibited significantly less eye fixation relative to the two other groups: median eye fixation was in fact less than half that of TD and DD children. Two additional observations added importance to this finding. First, eye fixation in the toddlers with ASD was significantly correlated with their level of social disability (as measured via standardized clinical instruments), thus imbuing this behavioral assay with clinical validity. Second, toddlers with ASD also displayed significantly increased mouth-fixation relative to controls. In light of our findings in studies of preferential orientation to biological motion – in which visual behavior of toddlers with ASD appeared to be guided primarily by audiovisual synchrony rather than the social nature of the point-light animations – we raised the hypothesis that their mouth-fixation resulted from their engaging with the video stimuli as a composite of physical characteristics, without social meaning,
given that the mouth is the locus of greatest audiovisual synchrony in speaking faces (i.e., speech sounds and lip movements covary; Klin et al, 2009).

Once again, toddlers with ASD failed to display a pattern of preferential attention that is otherwise both early-emerging and evolutionarily-conserved. Together with our findings in studies of biological motion, our results supported the contention made in the very first description of autism by Kanner (1943), who characterized “autistic disturbances of affective contact” as “congenital”. Our group and others have long advocated the notion that disruptions of typical, extremely early-emerging mechanisms of adaptive social action give rise to the social disability known as autism (Klin, 1989, 1991; Klin et al., 2003; Dawson et al., 1998, 2004; Schultz, 2005). However, this hypothesis is still only supported by indirect evidence since knowledge of the first two years of life of children with autism is quite limited (though growing), primarily because children with autism are diagnosed between two and three years of life at the earliest (Chawarska et al., 2008). Although several studies show atypical neural processing of social stimuli in infants at risk for autism, or in infants who were subsequently diagnosed with autism (e.g., Luyster et al., 2011; Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Lloyd-Fox et al, 2013), direct observation and quantification of the early developmental progression of autism is still scant (Rogers, 2009), including possible disruptions in early-emerging social adaptive behaviors. This gap in clinical and research knowledge is a critical one. The first two years of a baby's life encompass the most substantial and rapid period of neural and behavioral growth in postnatal human development (Johnson, 2001). For a condition as strongly heritable as autism (Gupta and State, 2007), and for one in which multifactorial genetic etiologies are likely to begin their impact on development from birth if not before (Volkmar and Pauls, 2003), a thorough mapping – of social behavior, brain changes, and gene processes – in the first two years of life is a critical step for understanding the pathogenesis of the condition and constraining gene–brain–behavior hypotheses (DiCicco-Bloom et al., 2006).

There are several alternatives to a congenital model of autism pathogenesis. And by “congenital”, we mean to characterize a behaviorally defined condition for which there are specific, visible and measurable behavioral abnormalities by the time of birth or soon thereafter; not the obvious observation that because of the genetic nature of its etiology, the biological vulnerabilities leading to the behavioral syndrome are, naturally, already present at birth. In this sense, one non-congenital model originates from the observation that a large proportion of children with autism appear to undergo regression in development during the second year of life, particularly in the language domain, after a period of entirely typical development (Lord et al., 2004; Parr et al., 2011; Barger et al., 2013). It is not yet clear whether a true regression of previously acquired language skills occurs, or, alternatively, whether a failure of early vocalizations to progress into full-blown communicative vocalizations is a better explanation for this phenomenon (as initial vocalizations might fade away in the absence of a child's intent to communicate; Klin et al., 2008). Also, the phenomenon of regression, to date studied primarily via retrospective studies, has not been documented in prospective studies (Rogers, 2009). A second competing non-congenital model of pathogenesis focuses on hallmark deficits in older children with autism, particularly joint attention (i.e., sharing a focus of attention with another person; e.g., Mundy...
and Neal, 2000) and Theory of Mind (i.e., attributing mental states to others; e.g., Frith and Frith, 1999), skills that emerge in the second to fourth year of life in typically developing children. Here, too it is unclear whether these deficits are the culmination, rather than the genesis, of social dysfunction in these children (Klin et al., 2003).

This state of affairs was the impetus for our most recent study of eye fixation in ASD (Jones and Klin, 2013). Infants who were later diagnosed with ASD and typically developing infants (TD) were shown pre-recorded video scenes of actresses playing the role of caregivers while engaging their children in infancy games. Like in our previous study (Jones et al, 2008), the children's visual scanning was measured by eye tracking. Data were collected monthly, from two to six months of age, and then every three months until the age of 18 months, with a final data point at 24 months (10 time points overall). Ascertainment of diagnostic status and its stability happened at 24 and 36 months, respectively. Eye-fixation data for the typical children delineated “growth charts” of social visual engagement (Fig. 4A) against which we compared the data for the infants later diagnosed with autism (Fig. 4B). TD children, from two to six months, looked more at the eyes than at any other region of the screen (mouth, body, objects); eye fixation increased steadily during this period and remained rather stable until the age of 24 months.

Given our hypothesis that children with ASD have a congenital deficit impairing their ability to preferentially orient to others' eyes, our expectation was that their levels of eye fixation would be reduced relative to those of typically developing infants from the earliest time of data collection (Fig. 4C). Our results falsified this hypothesis (Fig. 4D and E): eye fixation began at a level similar to TD children but then declined steadily from the two-month starting point, arriving at a level that was approximately half that of TD children by the 24-month endpoint. This decline in eye fixation was already underway within the first 6 months. Two additional observations added significance to this finding. First, the decline in eye fixation within the first six months alone was strongly and significantly associated with diagnostic outcome at the age of 36 months. Thus developmental differences in level of preferential attention to the eyes of other people was a strong marker of later diagnosis 1 and 1/2 years before the children could be diagnosed conventionally and 2 and 1/2 years before they would be diagnosed stably (Jones and Klin, 2013). Second, in the children with ASD, the degree of decline in eye looking was a strong predictor of level of social disability at outcome (as measured with standardized clinical instruments): children whose levels of eye looking declined most rapidly were also most socially disabled in later life.

These findings represent the earliest indicators of atypical social development in children with ASD, with mean decline in eye fixation evident already between two and six months of age. However, our results also showed, despite that decline, that eye looking appears to be present within the normative range in those early months, contrary to our expectation of a reduction in preferential attention the eyes that we expected would be present from birth. Instead, at two months of age, the cross-sectional data suggested eye fixation values of approximately 60% to 30% in ASD to TD looking—meaning infants later diagnosed with ASD looked more at the eyes than TD infants, not less. This difference was reduced, but still present, when the data were analyzed longitudinally (Fig. 4E), with a difference of approximately 50% to 40% (the change in estimates of eye fixation from cross-sectional to
longitudinal analyses reflects the fact that longitudinal estimates weigh the two-month data in relation to all subsequent estimates). Given the developmental nature of this phenomenon, the longitudinal data are likely the more accurate estimate. As shown in Fig. 4E, where $F$ value functions for pointwise comparisons of fixation data are given, eye fixation is briefly significantly different at that early age.

It is important to highlight the fact that, consistent with other studies (Chawarska et al., 2013; Elsabbagh et al., 2012), cross-sectional comparisons of eye fixation between infants later diagnosed with autism relative to controls may not show differences at some points in development (for example, at the age of 6 months); what our data emphasize is that it is the developmental trajectory that is already different, even at that early age. If replicated in larger studies, this set of findings would place several constraints on theories of autism pathogenesis: The developmental process leading to autistic symptomatology is present as early as the two-to six-month period of life; but, for this assay at least, eye-fixation is not reduced at the beginning of this period, suggesting that this process did not begin at birth. What critical developmental transitions – in behavior, brain and gene expression – occur around that time that could account for this profile?

4. Endophenotypes and model systems

To answer this question, there is a need to situate our findings in systems biology research. Addressing two issues may be critical.

First, how do we bridge the gap between genes and symptoms in complex neurodevelopmental or neuropsychiatric disorders? The concept of “endophenotypes” has emerged as one answer to this continuing frustration of how to connect molecular, cellular, brain, behavior, and ecological factors in the study of complex psychiatric disorders, in which myriad genes and genetic processes overlap across a wide variety of psychiatric entities (Gottesman and Gould, 2003).

Second, are there model systems that can inspire and inform this project? Here, avian studies of visual imprinting provide an intriguing and insightful answer (Horn and McCabe, 1984). In this system, as in the human developmental period of interest, there is a discrete transition from congenital predisposition to new learning processes. Highlighting this transition is not a recapitulation of the conceptual dichotomy between nature and nurture, which has been sufficiently discredited by close analysis (Oyama, 2000); rather it is a strategy for research focused on manageable transitions within a process that is admittedly more continuous in nature.

4.1. Endophenotypes

“Endophenotypes” (Gould and Gottesman, 2006) are quantifiable components of a neurodevelopmental or psychiatric condition, but not the symptoms themselves; they capture a core feature of the condition that is in between gene and disease entity. They measure the instantiation of pathogenesis that leads to, but precedes, condition-specific symptomatology (Meyer-Lindenberg and Weinberger, 2006). Endophenotypes could potentially be behavioral, brain system (structural or functional), metabolic/hormonal, or even molecular.
measurements provided the given measure parallels, quantitatively, the disease process that precedes the advent of the symptoms used to define the condition. Endophenotypes are thought to be of great importance in understanding complex neurodevelopmental and psychiatric disorders because they — more so than symptoms — are likely to mark the derailment of normative functions, which in turn would get us closer to causal mechanisms and pathogenesis (Dawson et al, 2002). It is in this context that we judge the value of our assays of social adaptive behavior: Can they be used as workable endophenotypes?

Our biological motion findings highlighted the importance of foundational social adaptive mechanisms in symptomatology and pathogenesis of autism. But there is a gap in evidence, as the first two years of life remain unstudied in children with autism using this paradigm. Our eye fixation assay, however, might take us further already: it quantifies a developmental decline in normative adaptive function. That decline is proximal, developmental, pre-symptomatic, highly quantitative, and is ultimately predictive not only of categorical (diagnostic) outcome, but of individual, dimensional levels of symptom severity. And yet, while the connection with symptomatic aspects of autism appears strong, the question remains as to how our assay could help us constrain hypotheses and guide genetics and brain research.

In principle, our data provide evidence for the notion that clinical outcome is shaped not only by initial genetic vulnerabilities, but also by the atypical experiences that arise as a consequence of those vulnerabilities (Jones and Klin, 2009). Given the dependence of developmental changes in brain and epigenesis on individual experience (Insel and Fernald, 2004), our assays of eye fixation decline could provide the quantitative measure for a process that parallels the emergence of autism — quantitatively in terms of both timing of disruption (i.e., developmental timelines or “when”) and dosage of disruption of (i.e., degrees or “how much”). Timing and dosage of disruptions should be measured as deviations from normative benchmarks or “growth charts” as obtained in typically developing infants and toddlers, from birth through the emergence of symptoms defining the condition. If so, the next generation of studies could co-register, prospectively and longitudinally, over the prodromal period of autism, behavioral endophenotypes as quantitative benchmarks (or regressors) for biological measures, also quantitative and longitudinal, of brain and epigenesis. The candidate endophenotype of decline in eye fixation defines a narrow window of developmental transitions that may hold promise for this gene–brain–behavior research enterprise. One model system can inform this enterprise: visual imprinting in the domestic chick.

4.2. From behavioral endophenotype to brain and genes: Lessons from an avian model system

While it is clear that any comparisons across species needs cautionary warnings, most of all when comparing species as phylogenetically distant as chicks (a precocial bird; Rose, 2000) and humans (powered by neoteny; Gould, 1977), the presumption is that the genetic and epigenetic, neural and hormonal processes subserving social adaptive behaviors are likely to show evolutionary conservation (Insel and Fernald, 2004). An emblematic cross-species example is the expression of the oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) in brains of rodents and...
primates: OXTR plays a role in recognition memory of conspecifics (Skuse et al., 2014), an important adaptive task in both species. Distal mechanisms of rodent recognition and bonding are primarily facilitated by olfaction (Sullivan and Wilson, 2003), and mapping of Otxr in the mouse brain reveals selective expression in olfactory networks (Gould and Zingg, 2003). In contrast, distal mechanisms for primate recognition and bonding are primarily facilitated by vision and audition—and mapping of OXTR in primate brain reveals selective expression in areas associated with modulation of visual attention, with processing of auditory and multimodal sensory stimuli, and with control of orienting responses to visual stimuli (Freeman et al, 2014). Thus, the common adaptive task of individual identification and distal bonding shares a common biochemical basis in these different species, and that common basis is differentially distributed in the brain according to species-typical relevance: olfactory for rodent and visual and auditory for primate.

When then comparing chicks and primates, both are born with predispositional biases to certain distal forms of environmental stimuli—biological motion and “face-like” stimuli in chicks (Regolin et al., 2000; Rosa Salva et al., 2011); biological motion, “face-like” stimuli and eye/gaze in humans (Simion et al., 2008; Rosa Salva et al, 2011; Farroni et al., 2002). Since Konard Lorenz’s (1935) description of the process of visual imprinting in birds, that process has become an important paradigm for studying the neural mechanisms of socially-mediated learning and memory (Horn, 1998; Insel and Fernald, 2004). Filial imprinting is the process through which a young animal forms a preference for, and attachment to, its parent, and is most obvious in precocial birds (which imprint upon their parents and then follow them around). Precocial birds start walking soon after hatching, looking for their parents for their safety; thus, the process of imprinting is vital to early survival. In the domestic chick, visual imprinting happens as the newly-hatched chick moves toward its mother hen, learns her visual characteristics, and bonds to her.

In a series of studies of visual imprinting in the chick, Horn and McCabe (1984) mapped two separable phases of the imprinting process: predispositional perception and learned memory. That these two phases can be dissociated has been shown via manipulations such as drug administration and lesions that affect each of the phases differentially (e.g., Davies et al, 1985). In the first phase of visual imprinting, filial behavior is evidenced through preferential orientation toward a distal stimulus without prior exposure to that stimulus. The predisposition to orient toward or approach stimuli resembling a conspecific is independent of experience, is bound by a sensitive period, and, as noted above, appears to depend on the configural properties of the stimulus (Johnson et al, 1989; Johnson, 2006). This initial predisposition is then shaped by subsequent experience. How this evolutionarily essential predisposition is encoded in the brain is not yet known (Insel and Fernald, 2004). In contrast, the second phase of visual imprinting – establishment of filial bonding via learning of the parent's characteristics – has been extensively studied (Horn, 2004). Employing autoradiographic, biochemical, lesion, and electrophysiological techniques to study visual imprinting in newly-hatched chicks, Horn and Bate-son, as well as others, have established that a localized region of the chick forebrain, the intermediate and medial part of the mesopallium (IMM, formerly called IMHV, an association area of the telencephalon), is
crucially involved in visual imprinting (Horn, 2004). The evidence for behavior–brain causal links is impressive:

- Bilateral ablation of this area prevents imprinting and abolishes retention of imprinting-acquired preferences (McCabe et al., 1981).
- Morphology of synapses in the IMM is modified by imprinting (Horn et al., 1985): there is increase in synaptic density and elevated glutamate binding (reviewed in Rose, 2000), and synaptic density is associated with the strength of the learned behavior (Horn et al., 1985).
- Imprinting simultaneously initiates two brain processes involving the control of cell proliferation—one related to maturation of a species-specific functional system for tracking individuals of the same species, and one related to remembering the characteristics of the actual parent (Komissarova and Anokhin, 2008).

This is, therefore, a model of how extensive reorganization of a neural network occurs as a result of a learning process. This model system has also substantially advanced our understanding of the impact of experience upon gene expression:

- Total RNA synthesis is up-regulated in the IMM during the acquisition phase of imprinting (Horn et al., 1979), suggesting that gene expression in the IMM is involved in the process of imprinting.
- Neural cell adhesion molecules expressed in the IMM in the chick brain play a time-dependent role in the learning process of imprinting (Solomonia et al, 1998).
- Up-regulated genes involved in filial imprinting – such as c-Fos, NMDA (N-methyl-D-aspartate), γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA), and neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) - show a significant correlation between degree of protein synthesis and strength of imprinting (reviewed in Yamaguchi et al., 2008).
- Strikingly, NMDA receptor antagonists substantially extend the sensitive period for imprinting (Parsons and Rogers, 2000).

Collectively, several lessons may be drawn from this genetically modulated period of plasticity, during which specific brain regions acquire information essential for survival of the individual. First, early social experience and learning are themselves sufficient to trigger major, time-sensitive, and time-locked neural and epigenetic re-organization processes, and these hold a direct causal and quantitative association with the adaptive task in question. Second, and more speculatively, the avian model system may inform research on gene–brain–behavior studies of humans by providing precedents, if not specific hypotheses, for the inter-relationships between early social experiences, neural re-organization and epigenetics. In what ways are these lessons relevant to advancing systems biology autism research?

While notable advances in the genetics of autism have been made in recent years, the field as a whole remains at an impasse: we now have several hundred genes implicated in autism, but only the most general of theories as to how to tie those findings to the clinical phenotype (Geschwind, 2011; Casci, 2011; State and Sestan, 2012; Scherer and Dawson, 2011; Sanders...
et al., 2012; Iossifov et al., 2012; Gillman et al., 2011; Green et al., 2008; Gupta and State, 2007; Buxbaum et al., 2012). The current state of the science was summarized in a recent editorial in *Nature*: “finding the genetic variations is one mission; understanding what they mean is another” (2012. 491:S4–S6).

One common theme is emerging from the multiplicity of recent genetic advances. Several identified autism susceptibility genes encode neuronal cell-adhesion molecules that are critical in anchoring, stabilizing and maintaining synapses (Betancur et al., 2009, for a review); both common and rare genetic variants have been implicated (Wang et al., 2009; Bucan et al, 2009; Glessner et al., 2009; Südhof, 2008; Morrow et al., 2008). Intriguingly, this theme emerged also from the chick model system, in which cell-adhesion molecules play a key role in the establishment of visual imprinting (Solomonia et al, 1998; Parsons and Rogers, 2000; Yamaguchi et al., 2008). This convergence raises hypotheses concerning related gene–brain relationships. The brain processes information by transmitting signals at synapses, which connect neurons into vast networks of communication cells. Alongside the genetic focus on synaptic function, an increasing number of anatomical and functional neuroimaging studies have highlighted atypical cortical connectivity in individuals with ASD (Just et al., 2012; Kana et al., 2009; Keown et al., 2013; Supekar et al, 2013), including in infants and toddlers (Wolff et al, 2012; Keehn et al., 2013). While the confluence of molecular and neuroimaging findings have prompted some to suggest that ASD may represent a generalized ‘neuronal disconnection syndrome’ (Wang et al, 2009), the profile of varied neuropsychological strengths and weaknesses in ASD has more specific implications for our expectations of which networks should be most disrupted (e.g., so-called social brain networks; Johnson et al., 2005; Grossmann and Johnson, 2007) and which should be relatively spared; more specific hypotheses and greater consideration of early development is warranted (McPartland et al., 2011).

In the chick model, visual imprinting is localized to the IMM, where specific and correlated synaptic proliferation and organization takes place, and where equally specific and correlated genetic and epigenetic changes occur. The specificity of gene–brain relationships in the chick system is, of course, still missing in models of autism, but the analogy may be more than heuristic. Clearly, the avian forebrain lacks the layered structure of mammalian cortex; yet, the relation of the forebrain to subcortical structures is similar, following a basic higher vertebrate brain design (Nauta and Karten, 1970). The IMM functional homologue in primates is thought to be the cingulate cortex (Panksepp, 1998). In humans, the cingulate cortex is implicated in the processing of social visual information and reward-related factors guiding action and decision-making (Apps et al., 2013). Following this analogy, the pursuit of a hypothesis focused on the role of cell-adhesion proteins in pathogenesis of autism (e.g., Südhof, 2008) might be constrained in terms defined by the model system: The relationship should be time-dependent (early infancy), time-locked (to the acquisition of discrete social visual adaptations), focused on a more constrained brain system (social brain network), and quantitatively related (expression of cell-adhesion molecules should hold a strength association with anomalies in connectivity and tractography among key social brain nodes). Studies of early white matter development and visual orienting are underway (Elison et al., 2013; Wolff et al., 2012). New studies combining analyses of gene, brain, and behavior,
under the same conceptual framework, will help to further elucidate the earliest mechanisms
of both typical social engagement and the disruption thereof in ASD.

At present, the weak link in this system biology approach in human development is our
understanding of the role, if any, of epigenetics. In other animals, behaviorally distinct
phenotypes can be created, via epigenetic modification, from the same initial genotype
(Herb et al., 2012). One such modification, DNA methylation, is dynamic in cells such as
neurons, and can make them responsive to different environmental stimuli, including
exposure to social stimuli (Lockett et al., 2012). Several mechanisms linking the social
environment in early life to the epigenetic programming of behavior have already been
identified (Szyf et al., 2008). Thus in brain cells, epigenetic information reflects the
developmental history, neuronal activity, and environmental exposures of those cells. A
recent study found distinct differences in DNA-methylation patterns between monkeys
reared by, and those separated from, their mothers; these differences were long-lasting
(Provencal et al., 2012). Several other programs of research are examining epigenetic
changes as a result of social experiences, in humans and in non-human primates, and not
only in early life but through the lifespan (Champagne, 2010). Environmental influences on
epigenetic mechanisms are now being tentatively connected to disease susceptibility (Jirtle
and Skinner, 2007). Alterations in epigenetic pathways can directly result in
neurodevelopmental disorders such as Rett syndrome (Amir et al., 1999; Schanen, 2006). In
a much more complex condition such as autism, however, the various layers of genetic and
epigenetic information have not as yet been integrated with precise measurements of
behavior, and certainly not during the early periods of post-natal life (LaSalle, 2013).
Although still in its incipience, developmental transcriptome projects (which localize – to
brain region, and quantify – by developmental period, the expression of candidate transcripts
[Kang et al, 2011]) may help constrain the focus of attention to genes whose expression in
key nodes of the social brain network vary in syntony with major, discrete behavioral and
brain transitions in the prodromal period of autism. The chick model system of visual
imprinting, with its more established behavior–brain–epigenetics causal inter-relationships,
looms large as a model to be emulated.

Clearly, epigenetics – the functionally relevant changes in gene expression that do not
involve a change in the nucleotide sequence – is not the only mechanism through which
genes and the environment work together to influence human social behavior. A more
complete understanding of any human behavior should consider each type of gene-
environment interplay, but studies of gene–environment correlations, gene–environment
interactions, and heritability-environment interactions are also lacking in autism research
(Meek et al, 2013). We focused our discussion on epigenetics here because of the immediate
connection with the avian model system. But the principle epigenetic research exemplifies is
the need to consider the potential multiplier effect, and the iterative process involved, of
gene–environment longitudinal effects in which initial vulnerabilities may lead to
breakdown in behavioral adaptations, which in turn compound and amplify genetic, brain
and behavioral disruptions eventually leading to the expression of behaviorally defined
developmental disabilities such as autism (Meek et al, 2013). How to define a road map
through this complexity is the topic of this perspective piece.
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5. A model of autism pathogenesis

While the challenges for fully integrated gene–brain–behavior studies are still formidable, the very concept of such studies was unimaginable even a few years ago. In the interim, however, the most straightforward lesson from the avian model system is that the emergence of foundational mechanisms of social adaptation may follow two dissociable phases. The first phase corresponds to early-emerging predispositions to orient to certain stimuli in the immediate ecosystem of the organism—stimuli that have survival value; and the second phase corresponds to subsequent learning processes by which the organism ascertains the characteristics of its natural parent and is motivated, and endogenously reinforced, to bond to it. It is specifically in this context that our findings on developmental changes in eye fixation in infants later diagnosed with autism might serve more readily as a useful autism endophenotype.

Results from our studies of eye looking in infants and toddlers with ASD pinpoint, for the first time, in a quantitative fashion, the timing and magnitude of a specific developmental disruption: although looking at others’ eyes is already in decline within the first 6 months of life in infants later diagnosed with autism, the average magnitude of eye looking (despite declining) is within the normative range. These results are consistent with several recent studies documenting abnormalities in neural processing of social information at cross-sectional time points later in the first year of life in infants at risk for, or later diagnosed with, ASD (Dinstein et al., 2011; Elsabbagh et al., 2012; Lloyd-Fox et al., 2013; Luyster et al., 2011). Since systems that subserve orienting responses are overlapping with systems necessary for active attention and processing (e.g., Fries et al., 2001; Gregorious et al., 2009; Lakatos et al., 2008; Varela et al., 2001; Siegel et al., 2008), the abnormalities in neural processing are well predicted by the earlier disruptions in social orienting.

Our results also specify which aspects of orienting and processing, in a developmental sense, appear to be intact and which are not. This insight bears directly on an influential theory of early neural development of adaptive reactions in humans proposed by Johnson and colleagues (Johnson, 1990; Johnson and Karmiloff-Smith, 2004). Drawing from Horn and McCabe’s (1984) model of visual imprinting in the domestic chick, this theory states that early adaptive reactions map onto two distinct mechanisms, which in turn map onto the neuronal maturation of two, distinct neural networks. The first was termed experience-expectant (more proximal to genetic determination) whilst the second was termed experience-dependent (covering the iterative learning and experiences that result from engagement with the adaptive task toward which the organism was first reflexively oriented).

Evidence for Johnson and colleagues’ model comes from a series of social orienting studies, maturational schedules of human brain, and the emerging field of developmental social neuroscience. Behaviorally, longitudinal studies demonstrate that preferential orientation to faces, seen in the first days and weeks of life, gradually declines in typical development around four and six weeks after birth before re-emerging at two months or so (Johnson et al., 1991). This pattern of decline mirrors that of other reflexive behaviors in neonates such as orienting to auditory sounds and imitating others (Dodwell, 1983; Field et al., 1980, 1986;
Maratos, 1982; Vinter, 1986). In this model, the initial orientation to face-like stimuli (as in Rosa Salva et al., 2011) is considered a reflexive, genetically determined, experience-expectant mechanism. What takes over is described as the learned, environmentally determined, experience-dependent mechanism. In support of this contention, several studies have shown that two- to three-month old infants respond to faces differently than newborns, requiring more veridical stimuli, with moving internal features (not only face-like, schematic faces), to elicit preferential attention (Johnson et al., 1991, 1992; Turati et al., 2005). More strikingly, the second month of life marks the first clear sense that infants are actively engaged with faces in an interactive and socially meaningful way (Wolff, 1987; Trevarthen, 1979; Lamb et al., 1987; Tronick et al., 1978; Bertin and Striano, 2006), and interactive signals (like contingent smiling) are at that point responded to by infant and caregiver as forms of social communication (Messinger and Fogel, 2007).

Connecting these behavioral findings to a model of brain specialization subserving these transitions, Johnson and colleagues' model poses a shift from subcortical to cortical control as the neural substrate underlying the change in face processing at approximately two months of age (Johnson and Morton, 1991; Johnson, 2001; Johnson, 2005). The thesis is that initial predispositions are served by subcortical structures, which decline due to inhibition by developing cortical circuits (as visual preferences come under cortical control) (Barrera and Maurer, 1981; Maurer and Barrera, 1981; Johnson et al., 1991; de Haan et al., 2002). To date, support for this hypothesis comes only from indirect evidence, and primarily on the basis of known maturational and specialization schedules of the visual pathways:

- While the subcortical visual pathway is functional at birth, the primary visual cortex remains relatively immature (Atkinson, 2000; Martin et al, 1999; Johnson, 1990; Morita et al, 2000), and has little initial influence over visually guided behavior (Csibra et al., 2000).

- Myelination of the subcortical visual pathways begins by about two months prenatally and is complete by about three months after birth, whereas myelination of cortical visual pathways begins at the time of birth and does not finish until about four months (Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967).

- While subcortical structures such as the LGN have completed the majority of their developmental change before birth (Hitchcock and Hickey, 1980; Garey and de Courten, 1983; Khan et al, 1994), primary visual cortical areas undergo an increase in synaptogenesis in the first months of life (Huttenlocher et al., 1982).

- Retinocortical pathways become fully functioning approximately two months after birth (Atkinson, 2000; Braddick et al., 1986).

- ERP and PET studies show evidence of cortical specialization for face processing at two to three months of age (Halit et al., 2003; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002); and

- There are differences in EEG oscillatory activity in familiar vs. unfamiliar face processing demonstrating three-month-olds' ability to visually recognize their mothers (Mash et al., 2013).
Although the transition hypothesized between subcortical and cortical networks has not been tested directly in brain–behavior studies of human infants, evidence for the subcortical route for social information processing, including faces, includes many functional neuroimaging studies of adults (Johnson, 2005). This route implicates the superior colliculus, pulvinar and amygdala, and corresponds to processing that is fast, involves low-spatial frequency stimuli, and precedes more detailed processing by the ventral visual pathway. The subcortical route to face processing is also activated in the absence of conscious awareness, as when face stimuli are presented via binocular rivalry experimental paradigms (Pasley et al., 2004). This evidence is consistent with several decades of studies in model systems, including newly hatched chicks (Johnson and Horn, 1988; Vallortigara et al., 2005; Rosa Salva et al., 2011), which shows that rapid detection of biologically relevant stimuli is mediated by subcortical visual pathways from birth (Sewards and Sewards, 2002; Vuilleumier, 2005).

Against the backdrop of Johnson and colleagues' model, our eye fixation data for typically developing (TD) infants map very closely onto this existing evidence and onto the developmental timeline for the emergence of experience-dependent cortical control of preferential attention to faces. We hypothesize that our TD data at two months are in a behavioral “valley” between the initial reflexive orientation and the emerging, cortically-mediated, experience-dependent preferential eye fixation. The two-month time point is situated between one downward curve, corresponding to the waning of subcortically-controlled, reflexive eye fixation, and one upward curve, corresponding to the incipient cortically-controlled, reward-based, interactive eye fixation (which is observed in the TD increase in fixation on eyes from two to nine months) (Fig. 4A, above). In contrast, the data for infants later diagnosed with ASD suggest a reflexive orientation that appears to persist beyond its developmentally appropriate time window, meaning that reflexive, subcortically-mediated orientation is not inhibited by the emergence of experience-dependent eye fixation. The absence of a cortically-controlled, experience-dependent eye fixation curve is suggested by the steady, continuing decline in their eye fixation beginning at two months (Fig. 4B, above). As shown in Fig. 4E (above), total fixation time on eyes for the ASD group at two months is somewhat higher relative to the TD group because, at that transition point from subcortical-to-cortical control of eye fixation, uninhibited reflexive eye fixation results in higher absolute percentages of eye fixation than those observed in the TD group. In contrast, the TD data at two months represent decaying reflexive eye fixation and the beginning of increasing interactive, experience-dependent eye fixation.

We do not suggest an outright failure of cortical control of all preferential visual attention in children with ASD; to the contrary, our data suggest a developmentally delayed, but still present, co-opting of those mechanisms by attention to other features of the environment (such as physical movement and audiovisual synchrony; Klin et al, 2009; Shultz et al, 2011). The lack of decline in early body fixation (seen in Fig. 4G), increase in mouth fixation (Fig. 4F), and increase in object fixation (Fig. 4H) observed in their data are all consistent with the lack of emergence of experience-dependent, adaptive attention to the eyes of others. Elsewhere we also posed this process as the onset of some of the hallmark characteristics of children with autism later in life, whereby the blockage of the normative social adaptive trajectories biases the child to forms of learning that are not grounded in social interaction: preponderance of learning about the physical (rather than social) environment (Klin, 2000;
Klin et al., 2002a,b, 2003; Klin and Jones, 2006); echolalia and rote speech over contextualized communication (Tager-Flusberg et al., 2005); hyperlexia over conceptual reading (Grigorenko et al., 2003); memorization of facts and information over episodic and personal information (O’Shea et al., 2005; Klin et al., 2007) among other “autistic” styles of learning well-noted in later-life clinical expression (Klin et al., 2003). Emblematic of the way social and non-social object perception is associated with brain specialization in ASD is a series of functional neuroimaging studies of adolescents and adults with ASD: when viewing faces, subjects with ASD display hypoactivation of the right fusiform gyrus (the now well-known “fusiform face area”; Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) relative to controls; tellingly, they also display hyperactivation of the right inferior temporal gyri, the pattern found in controls when viewing inanimate objects (Schultz et al., 2000). In one particularly intriguing case (Grelotti et al., 2005), an adolescent with ASD displayed activation of his amygdala and fusiform gyrus in perceptual discriminations involving cartoon characters but not human faces, suggesting that structures typically subserving face processing were “co-opted” by a non-social area of circumscribed interest (he had a prodigious ability to identify “Digimon” characters).

We do not suggest that autism is caused by abnormalities in eye fixation (Jones and Klin, 2013). Rather, this assay is likely a reflection of more generalized failures in social adaption at the level of brain and epigenesis, causing and being caused by the iterative processes tying gene, brain and behavior. In this light, the model of autism pathogenesis derived from our longitudinal data on eye fixation specifies that the normative transition from subcortically-to cortically-controlled social visual behavior – as reward-based, interactional eye fixation takes over and co-opts initial reflexive eye fixation – fails to occur. If so, the focus of future research should be this critical transition occurring between about four and twelve weeks of life. In brain studies, next steps should include identification of developmental changes in brain systems associated with decline in automatic, reflex-like behaviors, and with the emergence of voluntary social adaptive action. Candidate targets for studies of subcortical and cortical brain networks guiding visual behavior are available (e.g., Johnson, 2005; Itier and Batty, 2009) for connectivity and tractography studies in human infants. Stringent hypotheses should specify the differential maturational schedules and inter-connectivity of these networks relative to behavioral assays of social visual engagement. These hypotheses should be quantitative, in terms of timing and magnitude of brain-behavior relationships.

6. Concluding remarks

To leverage genetic discoveries in pursuit of causes and mechanisms of pathogenesis in research of autism spectrum disorders (ASD) there is a need for an integrative systems biology approach via a mutually constraining set of hypotheses in gene–brain–behavior studies. Like in other complex neurodevelopmental and psychiatric conditions, the concept of “endophenotypes” should be called upon to aid in multilevel research, from molecular to cell, to brain, to ecosystems. The work of Gabriel Horn and colleagues on visual imprinting in the domestic chick provides a model in which temporally-locked and localized neurodevelopmental reorganization and molecular changes occur as results from discrete actions that signify the accomplishment of foundational adaptive tasks—the chick orients to,
and then learns the characteristics of its natural parent, engaging in behaviors that promote
the chick’s survival.

In this perspective piece, we described two parallel mechanisms of social adaptive behavior
in human infants, which are evolutionarily highly-conserved and developmentally early-
emerging, and which promote reciprocal engagement between infant and caregiver, an
iterative processes that sets in motion brain specialization and the acquisition of key human
functions such as social cognition and communication.

These two adaptive mechanisms – preferential orientation to biological motion, and
preferential attention to the eyes of others – are considerably disrupted in infants and
toddlers with ASD. Eye fixation, in particular, has been shown to quantify developmental
decline in normative adaptive action from the first months of life, but not from birth. This
decline is proximal to genetic determination (thus unconfounded by subsequent learning); it
is pre-symptomatic (as symptoms of ASD are visible and can only be reliably diagnosed by
2 to 3 years); and it predicts not only categorical diagnostic outcome but also individual
levels of symptom severity. These findings delineate a narrow set of early
neurodevelopmental transitions – between two and six months of life – which infants later
diagnosed with ASD fail to make. Elucidating the biological bases of these transitions will
involve the mapping of brain reorganization and epigenetic changes that accompany these
transitions in typically-developing babies, and determining which are altered in infants later
diagnosed with ASD.

This project emulates the accomplishments of the chick model system by regressing, upon
the behavioral endophenotype, quantitative measurements of brain morphology,
connectivity and tractography associated with the transition from reflexive/subcortically-
controlled, to interactional/cortically-controlled visually guided behavior. While similar
measurements of gene expression are still impeded by conceptual and methodological
challenges, they likely hold the key to understanding how the multiplicity of genetic
findings in ASD research are causally linked to the pathogenesis of the condition.
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Fig. 1.
Two-year-olds with autism exhibit no preferential attention to biological motion, while control children show significant preferences. (A) Example still images from point-light biological motion stimuli, with centering cue at start. Each animation showed an upright (UP) and inverted (INV) figure with accompanying soundtrack matching the actions of the upright figure. The upright figure enacted childhood games. Figures were identical except that the inverted figure was rotated 180 and its movements played in reverse order. In (B–D), visual scanning data of individual children are plotted as horizontal location by time. Breaks in data occur for blinks or offscreen fixations. (B) Visual scanning data from one toddler with autism (ASD), for one animation. (C) Data from one typically-developing toddler (TD). (D) Data from one developmentally-delayed but non-autistic toddler (DD). (E) For the ASD group, fixation to upright and inverted biological motion occurs at chance levels. (F) TD toddlers give preferential attention to upright animations. (G) DD toddlers
also give preferential attention to upright animations. Horizontal guidelines denote percentages not significantly different from chance. Error bars are SEM.
When the animation contains a physical contingency, two-year-olds with autism do show significant viewing preferences. (A) During other biological motion animations, ASD toddlers show no preference; but when a physical contingency is present on the upright side, these toddlers show significant preference for the upright figure: different from chance ($p < .01$), and different from their viewing behavior to other animations ($p = .044$). While other animations presented only moving point-lights and human voice, one type of animation contained an additional cue: as two point-lights, representing the actor's hands, collided, the sound of clapping could be heard (playing “pat-a-cake”). The collision of point-light “hands” actually caused a noise (the clap) to occur, localized to the upright figure and absent from the inverted (the inverted figure's movements were not synchronous with the claps). (B) TD toddlers show no significant change in preferential viewing. (C) DD toddlers also show no significant change in preferential viewing. Horizontal guidelines denote percentages not significantly different from chance. Error bars are SEM. * $p < .05$. 

Fig. 2.
**Fig. 3.**

Level of audiovisual synchrony is highly correlated with preferential viewing in two-year-olds with autism; is uncorrelated with viewing in control children; and can predict ASD viewing patterns in novel animations. (A) Preferential viewing is significantly correlated with audiovisual synchrony in ASD toddlers. Plots pair preferential viewing and audiovisual synchrony. When the animation with greatest upright audiovisual synchrony (pat-a-cake) is withheld from analysis, audiovisual synchrony is still significantly correlated with viewing behavior in ASD toddlers: $r^2 = .95$, $p = .018$ (plotted as thin regression line through remaining 4 data points). (B) Preferential viewing by TD toddlers is uncorrelated with audiovisual synchrony, across either 4 or 5 animations. (C) Preferential viewing by DD toddlers is also uncorrelated with audiovisual synchrony. (D) To test whether audiovisual synchrony could predict looking behavior in new animations, we created two additional animation types. The regression from the original data, with weighted binomial prediction intervals, provided a model for expected behavior. $P_1$ and $P_2$ denote prediction intervals for the new animations. Probability of obtaining results in these intervals is noted to the right of the regression plot. For an independent cohort of toddlers with autism, matched to the original cohort, preferential viewing was predicted on the basis of audiovisual synchrony ($p = .0004$). In all plots, axis Y shows preferential viewing as a difference score: percentage of fixation time to upright (UP) minus percentage of fixation time to inverted (INV). Positive values indicate increased looking at the upright. Likewise, axis X shows audiovisual synchrony as synchrony of the upright (as percentage of total synchrony) minus synchrony of the inverted (also as percentage of total). Positive values indicate greater synchrony in the upright figure.
Fig. 4.
Growth charts of social visual engagement for typically-developing children relative to children diagnosed with ASD. (A) Fixation to eyes, mouth, body, and object from 2 until 24 months in TD males (in blue) and (B) in males with ASD (in red). Contrary to a hypothesis of congenital reduction in preferential attention to the eyes in ASD, infants with ASD exhibit mean decline in eye fixation from 2 until 24 months of age. Hypothesized (C) and actual (D) mean eye fixation curves are plotted in blue for TD children and in red for children with ASD. Longitudinal change in fixation to (E) eyes; (F) mouth; (G) body; and (H) object regions. Dark lines of each color represent mean growth curves, while light lines indicate pointwise 95% confidence intervals. Top panel in each section plots percent fixation overtime; middle panel plots change in fixation overtime (the first derivative, in units of % change per month); and the bottom panel plots $F$ value functions for pointwise comparisons of fixation and change in fixation between groups. Pointwise comparisons with $F$ values greater than $F_{\text{crit}}$ (for 1.34 dof=4.13, $p = .05$, marked by arrowhead on $F$ ratio axis) are shaded in medium gray (for comparison of fixation data) and light gray (for comparison of change-in-fixation data). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)